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of course, theres a lot more to content marketing than just writing awesome blog posts. you can also
use content to sell products, attract new customers, and generate leads and sales. however, before

you get too far along, you need to focus on the content. its what is going to sell you and your
business. 1. do your homework to find out who your guest blogger is. do they have a good reputation
in your industry? do they have a lot of traffic to their site? do they have a similar target audience to

your site? if they do, it is possible that they will be a good fit for your site. do they have any past
posts that were well received? if so, look at their analytics to see if theres any similar topics theyve

written before. 2. make sure your blog posts are on topic. this is important for your guest bloggers to
write something that your readers will appreciate and find useful. while they are guest blogging for
you, they are going to be writing content that you want to publish. if you do not control the topic,

then you need to make sure that your guest blogger does not write something that is inappropriate
for your site. even if it is a well-written and insightful article, if it is not on topic, it is not going to be
very useful. usp pro is very easy to implement. it can be activated in minutes. and if you have any
questions or concerns, usp pro has a great customer support staff available to you 24/7. for more

information, check out the help file and user’s guide, or contact the team at
help@usproductionsolutions.com sometimes the words are meant to be read aloud. your audience
will take your posts at face value if you use the audio version of your posts. check out some of the

options here, there are other ways of utilizing audio posts, such as embedding them into a video on
youtube or adding them to a podcast on itunes.
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moderation status, and
more. in addition, it allows

you to give editing
privileges to specific users.
to view more details about

the plugin, kimberlypris
and charlesturm offer a
free demo of the plugin.

cm user submitted posts is
a free wordpress plugin

that allows users to easily
create and upload forms

on your wordpress site. all
users can create unlimited

forms. they can upload
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images and any content
via the forms and all the
content will be posted to
the users’ profiles. this

creates a user submitted
post without having to visit

your back-end
administrative area. also,
cm user submitted posts

has a built-in page builder
feature for creating custom
forms, which allows you to
upload images, text, and to
upload files (files are saved
to the server) and they will
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appear on the post. this is
the simplest form creator i
have ever come across. cm
user submitted posts has a

built-in page builder
feature for creating custom
forms, which allows you to
upload images, text, and to
upload files (files are saved
to the server) and they will
appear on the post. this is
the simplest form creator i

have ever come across.
formidable forms is a
wordpress plugin that
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allows user submitted
forms on your wordpress

site. you can create
unlimited forms and upload
images, text and files. you

can create forms, add
meta-boxes, validate the

information, add javascript
if needed, delete the form

after it is filled out, and
more. these forms can be
embedded directly in your

theme as widgets or as
shortcode. they can appear
on every page of your site.
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you can even create forms
and use them on multiple

sites. 5ec8ef588b
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